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Abstract
Purpose Unidentified dynamics for the causative agent of COVID-19, SARS-Cov-2, led to the critical public health
issue. Suspicion for the airborne potential of SARS-Cov-2 is an important problem for its transmission and relevant
epidemics. This research investigated hospital indoor air quality to SARS-Cov-2 occurrence and determination its air
born potential.
Methods The site study was a referral hospital with 630 beds for admitting of COVID-19 patients. Air sampling was
done (n = 31) on selected wards including Emergency 1, Emergency 2, bedridden (4-B, 10-D), ICU 2, ICU 3, CT-
SCAN, and laundry. The average temperature and relative humidities were 22 ± 1 °C and 43 percent respectively. All
glass impinger used for sampling in which the sampling pumps capacities were 5 and 40 L.min− 1. Sampling
duration time was 20 and 15 minutes and 100 to 1000 L of air were gathered. All parts of the sampling equipment
were completely disinfected by hot water, ethanol (70%), chlorine solution (1000 ppm), hot water (70 °C for 1 min)
and washed with distilled water. The transmitting media (7 ml) was injected into impinger and residual of this media
(2 ml) was sent to the virology laboratory within 2 hours and preserved on refrigerator < 4 °C. Analysis of samples
was performed by RT-PCR and repeated for accuracy control.
Results All of the samples were negative for SARS-Cov-2 occurrence. These results showed that SARS-Cov-2 had not airborne
potential in this hospital.
Conclusions Although SARS-Cov-2 similar to the SARS virus but, SARS-Cov-2 is not an airborne virus.
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Introduction

Induced respiratory illnesses by viral infections are the most
frequent causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide [1].
SARS-CoV-2 is a member of the coronavirus family which
temporarily named as SARS-Cov-2 and the causative agent of
COVID-19 [2]. The COVID-19 as an acute respiratory viral
disease emerged in the last days of 2019 and on March 11,
2020, WHO declared its pandemic scale [3, 4].

The dynamics of SARS-Cov-2 are now unknown, but there
is speculation that it has an animal origin and have the air-
borne potential [2]. Besides the indefinite treatment process
for COVID-19 and lack of a vaccine against its responsible
pathogen, suspicion for the airborne potential of SARS-Cov-2
is another probable challenge for SARS-Cov-2 transmission
and management of related pandemics [5, 6]. These problems
led to inducing regional and global release potential of virus,
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the elevation of the basic reproduction number, R0, (Basic
reproduction number) of COVID-19, occurring of several
thousands of morbidity, mortality, and complication of health
care services worldwide [7]. To date, over 200 developed and
developing countries are suffering from COVID-19, so, in
many of these countries, the health care services resiliency
has critical issues for patients management [3].

Different, indistinguishable, and complicated transmission
mechanisms of SARS-Cov-2 are a crucial challenge for health
care policymakers which led to their astonishment on epi-
demics control [8, 9].

Although transmission of SARS-Cov-2 was not identified
completely, several transmission mechanisms including emis-
sion by respiratory droplets, direct contact with contaminated
surfaces, and airbornemechanisms are introduced for its trans-
mission [10]. Airborne characteristics of microorganisms in-
cluding viruses can lead to elevation of infectious potential
and complication of epidemics control. So, airborne viruses
can represent major health and economic risks. In epidemics
and pandemics, the efficacy of preventive action plans depend
on transmission chain disconnection levels and identification
of pathogenic mechanisms of agents, so, based on introduced
transmission mechanisms for SARS-Cov-2, its aerobiology,
and transmission paths of the virus with analyzing of micro-
biological content of air is very important [11].

A retrospective cohort study reported that airborne trans-
mission may have played an important role in SARS trans-
mission [11]. Due to airborne transmission of foot-and-mouth
disease virus (FMDV: a picornavirus that causes vesicles in
the mouth and feet of bovids, suids, ovids, caprids, and other
cloven-hoofed animals, is highly infectious and a major
plague of animal farming.) and Norwalk-like virus reported
in previous studies, aerosols may also be responsible for the
transmission of COVID-19 and other viral diseases. Since the
airborne potential of SARS-Cov-2 is controversial, according
to the abovementioned issues, the purpose of this study is the
investigation of the airborne potential of SARS-Cov-2 in a
large hospital as representative of medical staff workplace.

Materials and methods

This research was investigated by the indoor air quality of a
military hospital for the presence of SARS-Cov-2. The hospi-
tal in question was a large military hospital located in District
2 of Tehran municipality with 600 beds. Air sampling was
done in selected wards of this referral hospital for admitting
of COVID-19 patients, including Emergency 1, Emergency 2,
bedridden (4-B, 10-D), ICU 2, ICU 3, CT-SCAN (Computed
tomography scan) and laundry wards. Bed distance in rooms
and ICU wards was 1 meter without any separator. All inves-
tigated wards were fully occupied in which patients had an
oxygen mask. Only in the ICU ward with the intubated and

critical patients, without disturbance in nursing care, the pa-
tient’s beds were separated by transparent nylon drapes from
the nursing station. Air pressure in hospital wards had atmo-
spheric conditions and not measured. Central air conditioning
with positive pressure was used in hospital wards. The aver-
age temperature and relative humidity were 22 ± 1 °C and 43
percent respectively. Air sampling was performed within 5
days by all-glass impinger (AGI) [11] in which sampling
pumps capacities were 5 L.min− 1 (SKS pump, P1) and
40 L.min− 1(P2). Sampling pumps were calibrated by dry air
calibrator (DRY GAS METER. SHINAGAWA SEIJI CI.
LTD. TOKYO, KYOTO, FUKUOKA.). Sampling duration
time was 20 and 15 minutes and 100 to 1000 L of air were
gathered by P1 in randomized stations and P2, respectively.
Sampling with P1 was performed on randomized stations and
P2 with circulation patterns and without stand stations. Air
sampling setup installed about 1.2 to 1.8 m from the floor
and approximately 0.5 to 4 m away from patients’ beds.
Before each sampling, all parts of the sampling equipment
including AGI parts and vessels completely disinfected by
hot water (70 °C for 1 min), chlorine solution (1000 ppm),
ethanol (70%), hot water (70 °C for 1 min) and washed with
sterile distilled water. The volume of air collected was in the
range of 100 to 1000 L. The transmitting media (7 ml) was
injected into glass impinger and after sampling residual of this
media (2 ml) were sent to virology laboratory within 2 hours.
All samples were stored at 4 °C until sent to the virology
laboratory. Analysis of samples was performed by RT-PCR
(Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction) and repeat-
ed for accuracy control. The one-step rRT-PCR (Real time
Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction) assay was
developed using the QuantiFast RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany), using the Corbet (Rotor-Gene) 6000
(Qiagen, Germany) and Applied Biosystems (ABI) 7500
(USA) real-time PCR instruments. The amplifications were
accomplished within 1 hour, in 20 µL reaction mixtures con-
taining 5 µL of the targeted viral RNA and 2 µL (20 pmol) of
each primer (10 µM). The cycling conditions were as follows:
a single cycle of 10 minutes at 50 °C and 3 minutes at 95 °C,
followed by 40 cycles of 10 seconds at 95 °C, and a final cycle
of 30 seconds at 60 °C [12]. The rRT-PCR products were
detected via an increase in fluorescence from cycle to cycle,
and the positive and negative controls were used as the quality
controls for the process. The real-time analysis was evaluated
with negative and positive controls. The rRT-PCR amplicons
were then confirmed via electrophoresis.

Results and discussion

All of the patients had a severe form of cough and sneezing.
Patients’ O2 saturation ranging from 54 to 93 percent. All of
the patients had an oxygen mask in bedridden wards and
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ICUs. In ICU3 and ICU2, three and two patients were
intubated, respectively. Gender classification of patients was
not considered. The average of patients old in bedridden
wards and ICUs were 55 and 65 years, respectively.

All of the samples were negative for SARS-Cov-2 oc-
currence (Table 1). Complementary information of inves-
tigated wards was informed in Table 2, which implies that
all investigated wards had central, mechanical, and posi-
tive pressure ventilation systems. These results showed
that SARS-Cov-2 had not airborne potential in this hospi-
tal. These results concur with WHO reports which consid-
ered in previous research by Faridi et al. [13]. Also, Faridi
and et al. were investigated the airborne potential of
SARS-COV-2 and reported this virus had not airborne po-
tential [13]. Although previous research conducted using
laboratory nebulizer was reported that SARS-COV-2 had

aerosol transmission potential and its airborne potential is
plausible [14], but this field research confirms that SARS-
Cov-2 had not airborne potential. We claim that the natural
mechanism of patients’ cough and sneezing are differing
than experimental nebulizers which considered in previous
research for the airborne potential of viruses. Harvard med-
ical school researchers reported that clear evidence of
person-to-person airborne transmission of SARS-Cov-2
has not been reported. These researchers reported that the
airborne component of transmission for SARS-Cov-2 is
likely based on other respiratory viruses such as SARS,
MERS, and influenza and air sampling for SARS-Cov-2,
in a clinical setting, has demonstrated detectable viral
RNA, the extent of transmission resulting from airborne
particles relative to large respiratory droplets, directly and
on surfaces, is not yet known [15].

Table 1 Presence of SARS-Cov-
2 in indoor air samples Samp. No. Sample points Pump Type Time

(min)

Sample

Vol. (L)

Result

1 Ward B4: Ward entrance P1 20 100 Neg.

2 Ward B4: Post CCU P1 20 100 Neg.

3 Ward B4: Corridor P1 20 100 Neg.

4 Ward B4: Patients room P1 20 100 Neg.

5 Ward B4: Patient rooms P1 20 100 Neg.

6 ICU 3: Ward entrance P1 20 100 Neg.

7 ICU 3: Nursing Station P1 20 100 Neg.

8 ICU 3: Isolation room 1 P1 20 100 Neg.

9 ICU 3: Isolation room 2 P1 20 100 Neg.

10 ICU 3: Isolation room 3 P1 20 100 Neg.

11 ICU 3: Isolation room 4 P1 20 100 Neg.

12 ICU 2: Ward area P2 20 800 Neg.

13 ICU 2: Ward area P2 25 1000 Neg.

14 10 D: Corridor and Nursing Station P2 15 600 Neg.

15 10 D: Corridor and patients’ rooms P2 15 600 Neg.

16 10 D: Corridor and patients’ rooms P2 15 600 Neg.

17 10 D: Corridor and patients’ rooms P2 15 600 Neg.

18 Emergency 1: Part 1 P2 15 600 Neg.

19 Emergency 1: Part 2 P2 15 600 Neg.

20 Emergency 1: Women’s ward P2 15 600 Neg.

21 Emergency 1: Women’s ward P2 15 600 Neg.

22 Emergency 1: Men’s ward P2 15 600 Neg.

23 Emergency 1: Men’s ward P2 15 600 Neg.

24 Emergency 1: Entrance and Triage Section P2 15 600 Neg.

25 ICU 3: All Area P2 15 600 Neg.

26 CT Scan: Waiting hall and Reception P2 15 600 Neg.

27 CT Scan: Imaging room, near to the device P2 15 600 Neg.

28 Emergency 1 part 1 P2 20 600 Neg.

29 Emergency 1 part 1 P2 15 600 Neg.

30 Emergency 1 part 1 P2 15 600 Neg.

31 Laundry P2 15 600 Neg.
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CDC was reported that natural and mechanical ventila-
tion is effective methods for SARS-Cov-2 control. This
claim concurred with the findings of the present research
in which the selected wards of the hospital had a mechan-
ical air conditioning system and negative detectable viral
RNA for SARS-Cov-2 in air samples. So, it can be con-
cluded that the natural and mechanical air conditioning
system with positive pressure is an available technology
for air cleaning in patients’ convents and hospitals. Also,
based on Klompas et al., reports no perfect experimental
data are proving or disproving droplet vs. aerosol-based
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 [16]. Finally, the balanced
evidence, disproving aerosol-based transmission of

SARS-CoV-2 particularly in well-ventilated spaces and
suggests that long-range aerosol-based transmission is
not the dominant mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 transmis-
sion. All of these relevant research concurs with the re-
sults of the present study.

Conclusions

In this comprehensive research 31 samples were analyzed for
the occurrence of SARS-Cov-2 as the causative agent of
COVID-19 in the indoor air of a referral hospital for admitting
COVID-19 patients. Although the investigated hospital had

Table 2 Environmental status of occupied wards with COVID-19 approved patients

Samp. No. Sample points Tem°C
(%Relative humidity)

Patient Number
(occupation %)

Windows
status

Ventilation*
system

Space
area(m2)

1 Ward B4: Ward entrance 28(49) --- --- Pos. pressure 20

2 Ward B4: Post CCU 24(43) 6(100) 2 Closed Pos. pressure 40

3 Ward B4: Corridor 22(42) --- ---- Pos. pressure 8

4 Ward B4:Patients room 25(42) 4(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 20

5 Ward B4: Patient rooms 25(42) 4(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 22

6 ICU 3 : Ward entrance 23(42) 0 ---- Pos. pressure 8

7 ICU 3 : Nursing Station 23(44) 5 Staff 1 open Pos. pressure 14

8 ICU 3 : Isolation room 1 25(47) 1(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 12

9 ICU 3 : Isolation room 2 25(47) 1(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 12

10 ICU 3 : Isolation room 3 25(47) 1(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 12

11 ICU 3 : Isolation room 4 25(47) 1(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 12

12 ICU 2 : Ward area 25(47) 12(100) 4 closed Pos. pressure 220

13 ICU 2 : Ward area 25(47) 12(100) 4 closed Pos. pressure 220

14 10 D: Corridor and Nursing Station 23(42) 5(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 26

15 10 D: Corridor and patients’ rooms 24(47) 4(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 300

16 10 D: Corridor and patients’ rooms 24(47) 4(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 300

17 10 D: Corridor and patients’ rooms 24(47) 4(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 300

18 Emergency 1: Part 1 23(42) 10(80) ---- Pos. pressure 350

19 Emergency 1: Part 2 22(43) 10(80) --- Pos. pressure 300

20 Emergency 1: Women’s ward 23(43) 17(100) 8 closed Pos. pressure 300

21 Emergency 1: Women’s ward 23(43) 17(100) 8 closed Pos. pressure 300

22 Emergency 1: Men’s ward 23(43) 5(45) 8 closed Pos. pressure 290

23 Emergency 1: Men’s ward 23(43) 5(45) 8 closed Pos. pressure 290

24 Emergency 1: Entrance and Triage Section 23(43) 7(100) ------ Pos. pressure 40

25 ICU 3 : All Area 25(44) 12(100) 4 closed Pos. pressure 220

26 CT Scan : Waiting hall and Reception 24(42) 4(30) 2 closed Pos. pressure 90

27 CT Scan: Imaging room, near to the device 21(47) 1(100) 1 closed Pos. pressure 40

28 Emergency 2: part 1 23(44) 6(54) ---- Pos. pressure 70

29 Emergency 2: part 1 23(44) 6(54) ---- Pos. pressure 70

30 Emergency 2: part 1 23(44) 6(54) ----- Pos. pressure 70

31 Laundry 22(52) 22 staff ------- Pos. pressure 310

*Mechanical ventilation supplied as central and positive pressure
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the central and positive mechanical air condition system, this
research revealed that SARS-Cov-2 had not airborne poten-
tial. Mechanical air conditioning and natural ventilation are
available technologies that can be used for air cleaning in
patients’ convents and hospitals. Despite these results, since
medical staff have close contact with patients and work in a
hazardous area, the protection of medical staff should not be
violated and must be considered based on national and inter-
national strict guidelines.
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